FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Mumbai: June 5, 2017
TimeTech’s ‘LiteSafe’ Composite Cylinders for LPG
The Company is engaged in manufacturing of world class Composite Cylinders for
distribution of LPG under its brand “LiteSafe’ and is exporting the same to over 26
countries across the world. ‘LiteSafe’ Composite Cylinders received overwhelming
response from the users.
In so far as India is concerned, Company had first sold few thousand Cylinders to
Reliance Gas some three years ago which had been successfully operating in the state
of Gujarat. Subsequently, Oil Marketing Companies’ bought several thousand Cylinders
in 2kg, 5kg, 7 kg, 10 kg and 15 kg denominations for LPG distribution in state of Gujarat
and Maharashtra on trial basis. Launch is expected any time soon.
It is heartening to report that only last week Reliance Gas has for the first time
launched LPG in Composite Cylinders of 10 kg and 5 kg capacity in Pune (Maharashtra)
for which additional quantities of Cylinders were bought. Encouraged by response /
acceptance of ‘LiteSafe’ Composite Cylinders by the end user, several other private
LPG distributors have initiated procurement of ‘LiteSafe’ Cylinders for country wide
offering of LPG in Composite Cylinders.
Company is in advanced stage of capacity expansion from 700k p.a to 1400k p.a
Cylinders to meet projected demand particularly from OMCs and private players in
India. It may be noted that India’s nodal Agency - Petroleum And Explosives Safety
Organization (formerly CCOE) - has already approved ‘LiteSafe’ Composite Cylinders of
2 kg, 5 kg, 7 kg, 10 kg & 15 kg capacity for LPG distribution in India.

About Time Technoplast :
Time Technoplast (www.timetechnoplast.com) is a leading technology based innovative
polymer Product Company. Over the years, TimeTech has emerged as a formidable
player in the polymer space, with a product repertoire that caters diverse segments
like Industrial Packaging, Infrastructure, Lifestyle, Healthcare, Composites and Auto
Components related products. It focuses on replacing metals with polymers in high
performance areas using innovation and latest technology. TimeTech services wide
spectrum of user industry in each of its business verticals reducing sectorial risks and
tapping new opportunity for growth. TimeTech is an aspiring Indian multinational
having presence in India, Thailand, Taiwan, Indonesia, Vietnam, Malaysia, UAE, Bahrain
& Egypt.
For further information, please contact
Mr. Bharat Vageria
Director-Finance
Time Technoplast Limited
Tel: +91-22 4211 9209
Email: bv@timetechnoplast.com

Man arrested for ﬁlming girl
during ass ault, blackmail
28-year old from Solapur has been arrested by the Hadapsar police on Tuesday 30 for raping a 24-year-old fellow
colleague. Both of them had come to
Pune for training with a network service provider company in Magarpatta, where they befriended each other. However, during the last
day of their session the accused tried to force
himself on the victim after a couple of drinks.
In the process, he also ﬁlmed the incident
and used it to threaten her. The victim, tired of
torture and blackmail, decided to ﬁle an FIR at
Hadapsar police station on May 24.
Police inspector Sangita Yadav of Hadapsar
police station said, “The two were allegedly in a
relationship during their training period. On
their last day, after ﬁlming the incident, the accused sent the video to victim’s relatives and
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even uploaded it to Facebook.”
He had apparently threatened the girl by saying
that he had more such images and videos. He subsequently began blackmailing her money.
While initially the girl complied with the demands, he recently had started asking for a lot of
money. When she could not aﬀord giving him
more money, she decided to conﬁde in her parents, who aided her in ﬁling the FIR.
The cops then laid a trap after they ﬁgured
out the accused’s routine. They ﬁnally nabbed
him on Tuesday.
“The accused had even asked the victim to
stay with him at a ﬂat for a few days after their
training got over. She obliged with the fear that
he would upload the videos,” Yadav added.
The accused has been charged under Section
376 for rape of the Indian Penal Code.
— PMB

